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From: Avalos, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2007 5:18 PM
To: AllCounty; Clovis Memorial District; Clovis Memorial District; FMAAA; Fresno Mosquito 

Abatement; Fresno Mosquito Abatement; NCFPD; NCFPD
Cc: Pena, Roberto; Van Wyk, Becky
Subject: Board of Retirement COLA UAAL Refund Process

Dear Members,
FCERA has received a number of questions about the status of the refund of member contributions that were related to 
the Cost of Living (COL) Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability (UAAL).  The purpose of this e-mail is to bring you up to 
date on the project.  First of all, the refund process has not been cancelled, only delayed, as explained below.

You may recall that the refund process requires that the current actuary (The Segal Company) review and confirm the 
employee retirement contribution rates provided by the prior actuary.  This review has been completed for the 
valuations for the years ended June 30, 2003, 2004, and 2005.  However, The Segal Company has been unable to 
review the rates for the valuation completed as of the June 30, 2002, which impacted the contribution rates during the 
2003-04 fiscal year.  This is due to its inability to obtain critical information from FCERA's prior actuary.  FCERA has 
requested this information from the prior actuary on a number of occasions through a variety of channels.  In response, 
we have received promise after promise that the information will be delivered by various deadlines, only to have each 
deadline pass without the information delivered.

Please note that until the rates for the June 30, 2002 valuation are reviewed by The Segal Company, the anticipated 
presentation on the findings of their review cannot take place.  The Segal Company will be presenting an alternative 
approach to the Board on June 20th that could be used to review and confirm the employee contribution rates for the 
valuation completed for June 30, 2002, in the event that the information we need is never received from FCERA's prior 
actuary.  That process will be time consuming and costly to the system (as would be court action against the prior actuary 
to obtain the information), which is why thus far we have tried to work with the prior actuary and its counsel to obtain the 
information that The Segal Company needs.

We thank you for your patience and understanding throughout this difficult process and we will issue a revised timeline as 
soon as possible following the Board’s discussion of the alternative approach on June 20th.  We encourage you to attend 
the meeting or listen to the meeting over the intranet/internet.  Please forward any comments or questions to us, either by 
e-mail or phone call.  Please note that any comments forwarded to us will be provided to the Board of Retirement at the 
next regularly scheduled Board meeting.

Please call me at 559.457.0681 if you have any questions.  Thank you.

Roberto L. Peña
Retirement Administrator

Elizabeth Avalos
Administrative Secretary
Fresno County Employees’ Retirement Association
1111 H Street, Fresno, CA 93721
(559) 457-0681
(559) 457-0318 FAX
eavalos@co.fresno.ca.us 


